
Astronomical Aps that are 
free for Droid.   

by David Haviland



Six (and half) Aps…
Lunafaqt

Moon Atlas 3D
Clear Outside
Clear Sky Droid
(SkippySky)

Planet’s Position
Google Sky Maps

Star Tracker



Lunafaqt – is easy, 
and pretty transparent 
to use. 



Yes, unless you pay, 
ugg, ads will appear.  
I ignore them. 

Set the date, easy 
by just scrolling.







Realistic lighting per the phase





Switched to ambient lighting



Can easily “zoom”.



Pros:   Handy, informative.
Cons:  Couldn’t find “red light” mode. 



Clear Outside 





Different day, different 
conditions. 





Clear Sky Droid

Tap on the location  
where you want to see 
the information. 



Goes to this screen!







What is it?

It's the astronomer's forecast. At a glance, it shows when it will be cloudy or clear for up to 
the next two days. It's a prediction of when “your location”, TX, will have good weather for 
astronomical observing. 

The data comes from a forecast model developed by Allan Rahill of the Canadian 
Meteorological Center. CMC's numerical weather forecasts are unique because they are 
specifically designed for astronomers. But they have 763 forecast maps. It can be a chore 
to find the one you want. 

There are charts for 5166 locations. 



Translation to interpretation:   Blue is best in almost all cases! 





Changing gears… one last one (desktop) 









Planet’s Position

EULA – boring!

(back to aps!)

















Google Sky Map for Android

Doing screen shots for the next two aps was problematic… 
So I had to actually use a camera to take pictures of the phone app in operation.  







YES, it does have a red light mode!



Designate what to show



I have it looking for M42, and the purple circle tells me which way to steer the phone. 



Changes to yellow when it finds the target! 



Biggest complaint…  no info about objects…  



Has a gallery, BUT…. As I said, no info.   



StarTracker

Also free, but as with most - to go ad-free, $2.99.





Setting location…





Nice little compass feature.  



David’s take?     Google Sky Map is the better ap…  



Obviously, this is NOT an all encompassing survey….

I didn’t cover iPhones, tablets, desktops, nor all the aps available,

or aps that you have to pay for. 

It depends what you want, need, and what you’re wiling to pay for.



And with that, I 
thank you for your 
time…   


